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NOUS 33:1 (1999) 133-143

Alfred R. Mele, AutonomousAgents: From Self-Control
to Autonomy(New Yorkand Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1995), viii + 271 pp.
JOHN MARTIN FISCHER

University of California,Riverside
AutonomousAgents is a very fine book. The book is meticulously argued, and it is
written carefully and clearly. It contains highly illuminatingdiscussions of many of the
centralnotions pertinentto self-control (andweakness of the will) and autonomy.It would
be extremely useful for anyone interestedin action theory,free will, moral responsibility,
and autonomy.I shall begin with a brief summaryof the book. Then I shall highlight what
I take to be some of the most interestingcomponentsof the book; these are often extended
critical discussions of influentialargumentsthathave been offered by otherphilosophers.
The carefulpresentationandanalysisof these argumentsis one of the most salient strengths
of this book. Finally, I shall offer some of my reactions to some aspects of the book.
The book is divided into two parts. Part I develops an account of self-control. Mele
argues that even an ideally self-controlled person may lack autonomy.Part II givess an
account of autonomy and explains what must be added to self-control to get autonomy.
The relevantnotion of self-control, for Mele, is the "contraryof akrasia"(weakness of the
will or incontinence). (p. 3) And the relevantnotion of autonomyis, to a first approximation, an actual condition of an agent exhibiting "self-rule"or "self-government."(p. 3)
A kind of akrasia that,as Mele points out, has "receivedprideof place in the literature,"
is uncompelled intentional action that the agent recognizes to be contraryto a decisive
betterjudgment that he consciously holds. (p. 16) An interesting feature of Mele's discussion of akrasia is his contentionthatthere are various othersorts of akrasia, including
akraticacts thatconiformto one's best judgment. (I'll returnto this possibility a bit later.)
On Mele's pictureof practicalreasoning,best judgments-an agent's judgment about
what it is best for him to do-typically lead to intention formationvia what Mele calls a
"defaultprocedure."But given humannature,a best judgmentdoes not ensure the formation of a correspondingintention-best judgments must compete with conflicting desires
in certain contexts.
Decisive bestjudgments,then, are subjectto defeat by opposing motivation.Also, they
are supportableby exercises of self-control. But how does self-controlwork?Thatis, if an
individualjudges it best to A but wants more to B, where A and B are incompatibleacts,
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how exactly can an exercise of self-control be motivationallypossible for the individual?
Mele points out that in a context such as the above, an agent may want to B more than to
A, but also want to A and C more than to B. Thus, he may coherently be seen to act in
accordancewith a strongestdesire in exercising self-control (in resistingB). For example:
a man with limited funds may want to see a certainexpensive play tonight more than
he wants to see a movie tonight,but want to see a movie andeat dinnerat a restaurant
tonight more than he wants to see the play. (He may realize that, given his financial
situation,he cannot see the play and eat dinnerat a restaurant.(p. 42)
Mele goes on to show how various strategiesfor exercising self-control exploit the above
structure.This is one of several places in the book where Mele employs to excellent effect
his commandof literaturein relatedfields, particularlypsychology. (ChapterThree)Mele
also devotes a considerablesection of ChapterThree to showing how self-control is possible even when the above structuredoes not apply.
A particularlyinterestingfeatureof Mele's discussion of akrasia is his contentionthat
one can manifest akrasia by performingan act that coincides with one's best judgment.
Similarly, one can exercise self-control on behalf of an act that goes against one's best
judgment. (Thus, the idea that akraticaction is uncompelled, intentionalaction that conflicts with one's bestjudgmentis merely a first approximationto the truth.)Here is Mele's
example:
YoungBruce has decided to join some waywardCub Scouts in breakinginto a neighbor's house, even though he decisively judges it best not to do so. Suppose that at the
last minute Bruce refuses to enter the house and leaves the scene of the crime. His
doing so because his decisive judgment has prevailed is one thing; his refusing to
break in owing simply to a failure of nerve is another.In the latter event, Bruce
arguablyhas exhibited weakness of will: he 'chickened out,' as children are wont to
exclaim. (p. 60)
Mele also points to an alternativeversion of the case in which Bruce experiences some
trepidationabout the housebreakingand tries to steel himself for the deed. Although he
judges it best not to participate in the crime, he successfully masters his fear, and he
proceeds to pick the lock. Here Bruce has exhibited strengthof will; some exercises of
self-control are not performedin the service of a best judgment. (p. 60)
If akrasia can be exhibited in cases of action in accordancewith one's best judgment,
what is then common to all cases of akrasia?Accordingto Mele, all akraticaction is action
in which a practical commitment is thwarted by noncompelling competing motivation.
(p. 74) When the akraticaction is againsta decisive betterjudgment,the relevantpractical
commitmentis an evaluative commitment-an answerto the question of what it is best to
do. When the akraticaction accordswith a decisive betterjudgment,the relevantpractical
commitmentis an executive commitment-an answer to the question of what to do.
Mele plausibly contends that the spheres of akrasia and self-control extend beyond
actions to beliefs and feelings (and emotions). Mele's discussions here again exhibit his
considerableknowledge of relevantpsychological literature.
In ChapterSeven thereis a very insightfuldiscussion of an individualwho is extremely
compulsive abouthis work.This sort of compulsionimposes rigid constraintsandroutines
on the individual,andcuts him off from prospectsfor a more satisfying life. Interestingly,
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the victimization here is self-victimization.Thus, if one is inclined to think that such an
individual may lack autonomy,autonomywould not simply be a matterof "self-rule"or
"self-government."As Mele puts it, "certainkinds of self-rule or self-government...are
self-limiting, self-oppressing, and self-victimizing in a way that is at odds with a robust
autonomy."(p. 126)
Mele responds to such examples in a careful way. He does not insist that compulsive
individualsare non-autonomous.Rather,he suggests that one element of a sufficientcondition for the possession of personal autonomy is that an agent's life by "unsullied by
self-oppressionor self-victimization."(p. 126) He uses the tag, "continuousmentalhealth,"
to refer to this condition of non-self-victimization.
Mele considers, at the end of Part I, an "ideally self-controlled person." (pp. 121ff)
Such a person does not exhibit any degree of akrasia with respect to his actions, beliefs,
and emotions. Now Mele asks whethersuch an imaginaryindividualis autonomous(simply in virtue of being ideally self-controlled). The answer,accordingto Mele, is no. This
is because an autonomous agent must possess the capacity to reflect critically upon his
preferencesand desires, and the ability either to identify with these or to change them in
light of higher-orderpreferencesandvalues. (Mele here follows GeraldDworkin : p. 122)
Mele now points out that even an ideally self-controlledperson might have every process
of critical reflection regulated or guided by principles or values that are the products of
brainwashingor other forms of "mindcontrol." (p. 122) He thus concludes that even an
ideally self-controlled person may not be autonomous.
In PartII Mele turnsto the question of what autonomyconsists in (and thus, the question of what mustbe addedto self-controlto get autonomy).In an importantdiscussion, he
forcefully argues that autonomyis not simply a matterof the internalarrangementof an
agent's psychological states (and the capacities and dispositions the agent possesses at a
time). Mele thus argues for a kind of "externalism"about autonomy,ratherthan "internalism." Specifically, autonomy is a historical notion, according to which the history
behind an agent's configurationof internalmotivationalstates is crucialto the question of
whether he is autonomous. Mele points out that two agents can be type-identical with
respect tall their internalpsychological states (and capacities, dispositions, and so forth)
and yet can be very differentwith respect to their autonomy,given the differenthistories
behind the "time-slice"features of their mental states. So, for example, if one agent has
been brainwashedor significantly manipulatedand the other has not, this can make a
crucial difference to their autonomy.
Autonomy is in this respect similar to other historical notions. Mele's examples are
sunburnsand genuine currency.A sunburnis not simply a certain condition of the skin; it
is that sort of condition caused by excessive exposure to the sun. Similarly, something's
being genuine currency-and not counterfeit-is not simply a matterof how it appearsat
a given time; it is partly a matterof its causal history.So, also, with autonomy.2
On Mele's account, it is a necessary condition of a pro-attitude's being possessed
autonomously that it be possessed authentically. Authenticity is history-sensitive. As
Mele puts it, "Anecessaryconditionof an agentS's authenticallypossessing a pro-attitude
P (e.g., a value or preference)thathe has over an intervalt is thatit be false thatS' s having
P over that interval is, as I will say, compelled*-where compulsion* is compulsion
not arranged by S." (p. 166) Further,Mele offers the following sufficient condition for
"compulsion*":
2*. If an agentS comes to possess a pro-attitudeP in a way thatbypasses S's (perhaps
relatively modest) capacitiesfor controlover his mentallife; andthe bypassing issues
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in S's being practicallyunableto shed P; andthe bypassingwas not itself arranged(or
performed)by S; andS neitherpresentlypossesses nor earlierpossessed pro-attitudes
thatwould supporthis identifying with P, with the exception of pro-attitudesthat are
themselves practicallyunsheddableproductsof unsolicitedbypassing;then S is compelled* to possess P. (P. 172)
We have now what Mele characterizesas a "partial"answer to the question of what
must be added to ideal self-control to get autonomy:a certain sort of authenticity.Now
Mele develops a bifurcateddiscussion. First, he assumes (for the sake of the discussion)
thatcompatibilismaboutcausal determinismand autonomyis true.He then develops a set
of sufficient conditions for autonomy,given this assumption.Second, Mele assumes that
incompatibilismabout causal determinismand autonomyis true, and he develops a set of
sufficient conditions for incompatibilistic autonomy.His official view is agnostic with
respect to the issue of whethercompatibilismor incompatibilismabout causal determinism and autonomyis true. He does not take a stand as to whether causal determinismor
indeterminismobtains, or whethercompatibilismor incompatibilismis true.
Assuming compatibilism and that the relevant agent is ideally self-controlled and is
mentally healthy,Mele contends that we have a psychologically autonomousagent if we
add the following three conditions:
1. The agent has no compelled* motivational states, nor any coercively produced
motivationalstates.
2. The agent's beliefs are conducive to informed deliberationabout all mattersthat
concern him.
3. The agent is a reliable deliberator.(p. 187)
Each condition is elaboratedin light of various examples of problematicmanipulations
and interferences.
RobertKane has arguedthatno compatibilistaccount can adequatelyaddressthe possibility of certainsorts of manipulation.3More specifically, Kane has contendedthatcompatibilism cannot give a good response to the possibility of "CNC control"-"covert,
non-constrainingcontrol."Mele's conditions are in part an effort to show that a compatibilist indeed has the resourcesto reply to Kane's worries.Mele discusses various cases of
CNC control, and argues that his conditions provide a good reply to Kane's challenge to
compatibilism.
Mele now takes the incompatibilisticpath. That is, he develops an account of autonomy, assuming that incompatibilism about causal determinism and autonomy obtains.
Basically, the account consists of the sufficient conditions for compatibilistic autonomy
embellished by the requirementthat there be a certain sort of indeterminism.But it is a
notoriousproblemfor the libertarianto say exactly where the indeterministicgap should
be installed.
Thinkof practicalreasoningroughly as follows. One has a numberof standingdesires,
preferences,and values. These are inputs into one's deliberations,together with various
pieces of information(and general theories and backgroundpresuppositions).One combines and weighs these inputs, on the basis of which one forms a decisive best judgment.
If things go well, one forms an intentionthat is in accord with the decisive best judgment
and acts in accordancewith the (proximal) intention.
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Priorto forming one's decisive bestjudgment,a numberof considerationswill come to
mind: one will have a sequence of occulTentbeliefs. Mele argues that the most felicitous
place for the indeterministicgaps are at certainpoints (but not necessarily all points) in the
sequence of occurrentbeliefs priorto the formationof the decisive best judgment.Placing
the gaps anywhere furtheralong the chain that leads to action would seem to introduce
unacceptable arbitrarinessand an associated lack of control. Further,Mele argues that
placing the gaps in the internal sequence of beliefs need not issue in a diminution of
control.The idea is thatit is not determinedprecisely which thoughtsone will have and in
precisely which order,but the general natureof the thoughtswill be constrainedby one's
standingdispositions, preferences,and values. The view here is similar to that suggested
by Daniel Dennett in his essay, " On Giving LibertariansWhat They Say They Want."4
Having given both a compatibilistand an incompatibilisticset of sufficient conditions
for autonomy,Mele ends by highlighting the salient advantagesand disadvantagesof the
various available positions. Compatibilisticautonomyis attractivebecause it can help to
render secure our belief in ourselves as autonomous agents. Also, it can (according to
Mele) answer the challenge posed by Kane (to addressvarious cases involving sophisticated covert manipulation).But the disadvantageis thatit cannotaccountfor the view that
an agent cannot be autonomous if each internal state or event, and each action, is the
productof some deterministiccausal chain. (p. 252). Whereas it is not obviously correct
thateach state's being the productof a deterministiccausal chain rules out autonomy,it is
not unreasonablefor someone to think that it does.
An apparentadvantage of the sort of libertarianismdeveloped by Mele (which involves the requirementof "internal"or "doxastic"indeterminacy)is thatit can accommodate the deep intuitionjust mentioned-that an agent is not autonomousif his states and
actions are the result of a deterministiccausal chain-consistently with the agent's having
genuine control. (The indeterministicgaps are allegedly not placed in locations which
would erode control.) A majorproblem, however, with this view, even if we accept that
doxastic indeterminismsolves the "controlproblem"(more on this below), is that for all
we know, we are internallydeterministic(or internallyindeterministiconly in ways of no
theoreticaluse to libertarians).(p. 253). Thus, on this approach,we cannot be confident
that we are in fact autonomous.
Agnostic (aboutcompatibilism)belief in autonomyhas certainadvantages.According
to Mele, it lacks the disadvantagesof compatibilismand incompatibilism.That is, it need
not argue that autonomy is in fact compatible with determinismnor that we are in fact
internallyindeterminsticin the envisaged way (i.e., doxastically indeterministic).Unfortunately,this view leaves it open that (1) no set of compatibilisticsufficient conditions is
sufficient for genuine autonomy,and (2) we are not internallyindeterministicin the relevant way. Thus, the agnostic position seems to involve a belief in autonomythatcannotbe
decisively supported.(I shall returnto this point below.)
Finally,Mele rejectsthe doctrinehe calls "nonautonomism,"which is the view thatno
human being is autonomous. Mele claims that nonautonomismhas decisive disadvantages. He says:
[Nonautonomism} must provide a convincing argument for incompatibilism and
convincing groundsfor the thesis thathumanbeings arenot internallyindeterministic
in a way requiredfor incompatibilistautonomy.Compatibilistand agnostic believers
in humanautonomytake comfort in the absence of any convincing argumentof the
first sort.... Further,libertariansand agnostic autonomistsrightly observe that,given
our presentknowledge and ignoranceaboutthe workings of the humanorganism,we
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lack grounds for confidence that internal indeterminismof a sort requiredby a coherent, physicalistically minded libertarianismis not a feature of actual human beings. (p. 254)
In the end, then, Mele accepts agnostic autonomism(on the basis of his assessment of the
advantages and disadvantages of the various views). This combines agnosticism about
compatibilismandlibertarianismwith a belief in autonomy.The agnostic autonomistdoes
not commit himself to the contentionthatcompatibilistautonomyis genuine autonomyor
thatincompatibilistautonomyis genuine autonomy;nevertheless,he does contendthatwe
are genuinely autonomous.One way of puttingthis sort of view is as follows: the agnostic
autonomistmay believe thatif the relevantsort of internalindeterminismdoes not actually
obtain, then compatibilismis true.

II. Some Noteworthy Discussions
One of the striking merits of Mele's book is the excellent critical analyses of various
importantand influential argumentsin action theory. I want to call attentionto some of
these very insightful and useful critical discussions.
Variousphilosophershave supposed that one could not offer an adequateanalysis of
the phenomenapertinentto akrasia without positing "higher-order"preferences or desires. Although this is perhapsan attractiveand naturalsupposition, Mele argues forcefully thatone can adequatelyanalyze these phenomenawithoutadvertingto the apparatus
of higher-ordermotivationalstates.
It is temptingto think of akraticaction as action against a higher-orderpreference-a
preferencenot to act on the actually-motivatingdesire. And there is no doubt that this is
one way of beginning to understandakrasia. But Mele points out that the apparatusof
practical commitments (evaluative and executive) can be employed to give a more nuanced and incisive analysis of akrasia; once this apparatusis in place, higher-orderpreferences seem otiose. (p. 79)
Gary Watson has presented an influential and challenging argumentfor skepticism
about the possibility of akraticaction.5Watsonarguesthatakrasia cannot be explained in
terms of an agent's choosing not to resist the relevant desire or by his making a culpably
insufficient effort to resist. The agent's choosing not to resist, accordingto Watson,would
be to change his best judgment-and thus it could not explain action against his best
judgment.Similarly,an insufficienteffort cannotbe due to ajudgment thatthe effort is not
worthwhile,because thejudgmentthatit is worththe troubleis implicit in the relevantbest
judgment. (p. 107)
Mele responds to Watson with a subtle analysis that carefully distinguishes between
decisive betterjudgments and choices. As Mele illustrateswith an example, "judgments
are one thing and choices another."(p. 107) He also points out thatinsufficient effort need
not be due eitherto a judgmentthattakingpreventivemeasuresis not worth the trouble(or
to a misjudgmentaboutthe amountor kind of effort required).(p. 107) Anyone interested
in Watson's importantchallenge to the possibility of weakness of will should consider
Mele's thoughtfulreply.
There are various other useful discussions which I can only briefly refer to here. Peter
van Inwagen presents a fascinating "slippery slope" argumentthat is designed to show
(contraryto his own views, of course) that genuine action and freedom require causal
determinism.6Mele calls van Inwagen's argumentthe "Piano argument."(p. 197) The
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argumentbegins with a scenario in which a demon has a piano keyboardmade of "subtle
matter"that is connected by a "subtlewire" to a certain thief's brain;by what the demon
plays, he directs the motions of the atoms in the thief's brain and can thereby direct the
thief's inner life, including the thief's deliberations.Clearly, under these circumstances
the thief does not freely rob the poor-box of the church.There follows a series of modifications of the example which lead ultimatelyto the thief's stealing from the poor-box via
an indeterministicprocess. The challenge for the libertarianis to say exactly where in the
sequence we move from a lack of freedom to the possession of freedom. Mele gives a
sustained, subtle, and insightful analysis of van Inwagen's discussion. (pp. 196-204)7
Anothernoteworthydiscussion is Mele's analysis of Robert Kane's libertarianpicture
of deliberationandfreedom.8Unlike Mele' s libertarianpicture,on Kane's view thereis an
indeterministicgap between priorcharacterand motives on the one hand and choices on
the other.On Kane's account, in cases of conflict an agent may make an effort to resist a
particulardesire; it is undeterminedwhether the effort will be successful. Kane emphasizes an analogy with quantummechanics:just as it is undeterminedwhetheran isolated
particle moving towarda thin atomic barrierwill penetratethe barrier,it can be undetermined whether an effort to choose a particularcourse of action will in fact succeed.
Mele contends that Kane's placement of the indeterministicgap between deliberation
and choice raises significant questions about the agent's possession of genuine control.
(p. 206) Thereis also a nice discussion of certainotherproblemswith Kane's overall view.
For example, Kane appearsto be committedto the view that freedom is only exhibited in
contexts of conflicting motivations, which seems intuitively incorrect.Also, Mele shows
how Kane's view appearsto rule out the possibility of genuinely akraticactions, which,
again, seems seriously problematicfrom an intuitive point of view. (pp. 207-208)
Galen Strawson has argued that the common-sense notion of libertarianfreedom is
internallyincoherentinsofar as it is implicitly committedto a problematicinfinite regress
of choices.9 Mele gives a careful and convincing refutation of Strawson's argument.
(pp. 221-227)
Finally,RichardDouble has also arguedthatfree will (andpresumablyautonomy)is an
internallyinconsistent concept.10He proceeds by setting out six conditions that he contends are both requiredby common-sense understandingsof free will andjointly impossible to satisfy.1'Mele arguesagainstDouble's pessimistic conclusion aboutfree will and
autonomy.(pp. 241-243)
Anyone interestedin the collection of issues related to action, intention, weakness of
will, free will, moralresponsibility,andautonomywill benefit from Mele's careful, subtle,
and incisive discussions.

III. Two Areas of Concern
I am faced with the difficult task of doing a critical notice of a book, with almost all of
which I agree! I have however managed to find two areas in which I have substantial
questions about Mele's arguments.I do not necessarily find Mele's treatmentsin these
areas unacceptable,but at least I have some considerabledoubts and questions.
111.1. The first areaof concernis Mele' s developmentof a libertarianview on which the
indeterministicgap is placed within the sequence of doxastic states constitutive of deliberation. (Of course, Mele is officially agnostic about the truth of libertarianism,but he
defends this version as the most plausible form of libertarianism-one which solves the
"control"problem.)AlthoughI myself have presentedsomething like this as a reasonable
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version of libertarianism,I have some doubtsas to whetherit does indeed solve the control
problem. 1 2

On Mele's picture of libertarianagency and control, the precise sequence of doxastic
states leading ultimately to a judgment as to what is best is undetermined,although the
agent's standing desires, values, and general dispositions constrainthe content and presumably the order (to some degree) of the states. Everything else in the sequence-the
formationof a best judgment based on one's deliberations,the transitionsto an intention,
a proximal intention, and an action are all deterministic. Whereas Daniel Dennett has
suggested a similar picture, a distinctive twist is added by Mele: he argues that indeterminism of the sort he posits-internal, doxastic indeterminacy-is no worse, in respect to
control, than determinationin this portion of the sequence leading ultimately to action.
This is because the agent typically does not directlycontrolthe sequence of doxastic states
he undergoes-this is generally a passive ratherthan an active process. Mele says:
...notice thatwe are not always in (proximal) control of which of our beliefs come to
mind anyway, even if determinismis true. Assuming determinism,everything that
happenson this frontis causally determined,but the causal story often does not place
the agent in the driver's seat. (p. 215)
So Mele's suggestion is that, even though installing indeterminacymay seem to erode
genuine control,installingit at this particularplace (at some points in the sequence of doxastic states which constitutedeliberation)does not diminish control that otherwise would
be present(underthe assumptionof determinism);a proponentof doxastic indeterminacy
is thus not worse off than a proponentof doxastic determination,with respect to control.
Additionally,Mele contendsthatby installingindeterminacyin the sequenceleading to
action, one is able to preserve the crucial libertarianbelief in alternativepossibilities or
freedomto choose and do otherwise. Of course, one has to be careful about the specification of the temporalindex associated with the alternativepossibility. It will be trueduring
the period of doxastic indeterminacyin the agent's deliberationthat he has the power to
form differentbestjudgmentsand thus to pursuemore thanone pathin the future;but after
the period of doxastic indeterminacy(andjust prior to the formationof the agent's best
judgment), he will no longer have alternativepossibilities, insofar as the process is now
causally deterministic.
My puzzle could be putas follows. How can addingarbitrarinessof the sortenvisagedthe lack of determinationof the beliefs that come to mind duringdeliberation-to a causally deterministicprocess yield genuine control?A libertarianof course will contend that
an entirely deterministicprocess does not contain genuine control by the relevant agent.
How, then, can installingthe sort of indeterminacyenvisaged-indeterminacy as to which
belief states will come to the agent's mind-transform the sequence from one of lack of
control to one containing control?This smacks of alchemy.13
Perhapsmy point could be made in terms of a crucial distinction (of which Mele is
certainly aware) between an agent's having control over what happens, and its being the
case merely that something differentmight have occurred.If an agent has genuine control
in the sense of possessing alternativepossibilities, he can make it the case that one pathis
followed, or anotherpathis followed, in accordance with what hejudges best and chooses.
He can deliberatelypursueone course of action, or deliberatelypursueanother;what path
the world takes (at least in certain respects) is "upto him." In contrast,when it is merely
possible that somethingdifferenthave occurred,the paththe world takes need not depend
in the relevant way on the agent. In a genuinely random event, presumably there are
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variousmetaphysicallyopen possibilities;but by definition no agenthas controlover what
happens.
Now it seems to me that,whereas it may well be possible thatMele's libertarianagent
do something different from what he actually does, it is not clear that he has genuine
control over what he does. Mele admits that the precise sequence of doxastic states can
have an effect on what the agentjudges best (andthen does); given thatthe sequence is not
(entirely)determinedby priorstatesof the agent (althoughit is constrainedby such states),
it is not clear that what the agentjudges best and then does is genuinely up to him.
Mele's point thateven on a deterministicmodel, the agent is not "in the driver's seat"
with respectto which considerationscome to mind (andthus thatthe libertarianis here not
losing anythingwith respect to control) is an intriguingand suggestive idea. But presumably the compatibilistwill point out that, even though the agent does not directly control
what belief-states come to mind (in the sense of choosing them or willing them), they are
envisaged as strongly connected to the agent's prior states to the extent that they are a
deterministicproductof those past states. Underdeterminism,one's priorstates-desires,
beliefs, values, general dispositions-determine the precise content and ordering of the
subsequentdoxastic states (thatconstitutedeliberation),even if the agent does not directly
controlwhatdoxasticstateshe will be in (andthusis not in the "driver'sseat,"in this sense).
It may then be possible to arguethat one does give up some measureof control, when
one shifts from thinking of the doxastic sequence as deterministic to thinking of it as
indeterministic:one gives up the notion thatthe states constitutingone's deliberationsare
an "outflowing"of the agent's prior states in a strong sense. How one assesses Mele's
libertarianismseems to me to hinge on whether one believes that the doxastic states that
constitute one's deliberationscan be a genuine "outflowing"of the agent's prior states,
even though they are not causally determinedby those prior states. I am not convinced,
however, thatfrom the mere fact thatthe agent is deemed passive in regardto his doxastic
states even underdeterminism,it follows thatone does not attenuatethe agent's controlin
positing doxastic indeterminism.Thus, whereas Mele's suggestion on behalf of the libertarianis suggestive and arguedwith considerableresourcefulness,I am left with nagging
doubts about the strategy.
111.2.I also have some questions aboutMele' s preferredposition, agnostic (aboutcompatibilism)autonomism.It is somewhatperplexingto me why Mele opts for this position,
despite Mele's spiritedexplanationand defense of it. It seems to me that the naturalconclusion to draw from agnosticism about compatibilism and libertarianismwould be agnosticism about autonomy;but Mele wishes to combine agnosticism aboutcompatibilism
and libertarianismwith a belief in autonomy.
Think of it this way. PresumablyMele is an agnostic about compatibilism and also
aboutlibertarianismbecause, althoughhe recognizes some reasons to adopt these views,
he does not think that there are knockdownreasons to accept these views. So, in the absence of knockdown reasons for (say) compatibilism, Mele opts for agnosticism about
compatibilism. Why, then, change the standardswhen thinking about autonomy? Mele
does not think that there are knockdown reasons to believe in autonomy;he says:
The doubly agnostic autonomismthat I have described officially leaves it epistemcially open (1) that no set of sufficient conditions for compatibilistautonomyis sufficient for autonomyand (2) thathumanbeings are not internallyindeterministicin a
way theoretically useful to incompatibilist believers in autonomy. In leaving this
open, agnostic autonomismleaves it epistemically open that no humanbeing is autonomous. (p. 253)
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Why does Mele believe in autonomyin the absence of a knockdownargument,but fail
to believe in compatibilismin the absence of a knockdownargument?It seems that,given
the standardshe accepts in assessing compatibilism,he should be an agnlosticwith respect
to autonomy.'4
Now someone may believe thatthere are strongreasonsto accept a belief in autonomy
which, although they fall short of being decisive, nevertheless warranta belief in autonomy. Further,he may believe thatthereare no similarlystrongreasons to accept a belief in
compatibilism.But I am not confident thatthis is indeed Mele's view. And if it is, I would
be interestedin a more explicit development of this view.

IV. Conclusion
This book is sensible, clear, and meticulous throughout.Mele's discussions of akrasia are
as subtle and insightful as one could hope for. Additionally, his analyses of the various
issues relatingto autonomyare penetratingand helpful. Mele combines rigorous, sophisticated philosophical argumentationwith an encyclopedic commandof relevantliterature
in relatedfields (such as psychology). I appreciateMele's straightforward(if sometimes
somewhat intricate)philosophical style, and his intellectual honesty.

Notes
'Dworkin 1988.
21 (and my co-author)have made a similar argumentwith respect to moral responsibility in Fis-

cher and Ravizza 1994 and 1998, esp. pp. 170-207.
3For a recent development of this view, see Robert Kane 1996.
4Dennett 1978.
5Watson1977.
6van Inwagen 1983, pp. 126-142.
7I have for a long time been baffled by what van Inwagen says aboutthe slippery slope argument:
At a certain point in the story, the readerwill remember,the freakishdemon and his keyboardof
subtle matterhave been reducedto a wire-shapedthing of brain-stuff.The next step is to suppose
that this thing is a naturalpart of the thief. This next step is, in my view, the one that makes the
difference. ...the Mind argument[the slippery slope argumentin service of the position, often
found in the pages of Mind (in a certain era), that causal determinismis a necessary condition of
freedom and moral responsibility].. errs in supposing that the step from 'wire-shaped thing' to
natural wire-shapedthing' is an obviously harmless step. (van Inwagen, 1983, p. 135.)
I do not see how it can makean) difference whetherthe partof the brainin question is a "naturalpart"
or not, as long as it is appropriatelyintegratedinto the functionaleconomy of the humanbeing's brain.
Surely, if the thief were to raise his arm as a result of the ordinarysort of practical reflection and
deliberation,this would be no less an action (or behaviorunderhis control) if it were a prostheticarm.
Similarly,it would seem to makeno differencewhetherthe relevantpartof the brainis naturalor (say)
an artificial brain-partreplacementthat functions equivalently to a naturalpart. (Mele's useful discussion also recognizes this point, especially on p. 202).
Laterin his discussion van Inwagen says:
A change in a naturalpartof one may well be identical with one's coming to have a certain desire
or with one's acquiringa certain belief. But a change in something that is not a partof one-even
if it is inside one's head and made of brain cells-could not possibly be identical with either of
these things. (van Inwagen, 1983, p. 141)
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It surely can be grantedthat a change in something that is niot a part of one (even if it is inside one)
could not be identicalwith one's having a desire or acquiringa belief. But this is irrelevant,since what
is at issue is whethera change in something that is not a natitral part of one but is a part of one that
is appropriatelyintegratedinto one's functionaleconomy can be identical with one's having a desire
or acquiringa belief.
In contrastto van Inwagen's reactionto the slippery slope argument,I would conclude that at the
end of the story the agent does not indeed have controlover his behavior.The slippery-slopeargument
seems to me to illustratein a graphicway the point that if one lacks control when being controlledby
someone else, one lacks it when the process leading to one's behavior is structuallysimilar and yet
thereis no locus of control.But this would not imply thatanly indeterministicprocess rules out action
and control. It seems to me that it is the particlilar kind of inideterminiism7l
posited by the story that
vitiates control, and not indeterminismper se. More specifically, the problemappearsto be with the
particularway in which the impulses are generated;they are generatedin a way which is not appropriately sensitive to the agent's past and the world (not, as I would say, appropriately"reasonsresponsive.")
8 Robert Kane 1985 and 1989. Recently Kane has writtena new book which furtherdevelops the
themes of his earlier work: Kane 1996 (referredto above in note 3.
9Strawson 1986, esp. pp. 28-29.
l?Double 1991.
"'Double 1991, pp. 218-221.
121 presentedthe sort of libertarianismin question-with internal,doxastic indeterm-iinacy-and
showed how such libertarianismis consistent with the existence of Frankfurt-typeexamples (in which
an agent acts freely and is morally responsible, even though he lacks alternativepossibilities), in
Fischer 1995.
13Of course, Mele himself believes (unlike the libertarian)that entirely deterministicprocesses
can contain genuine control by the relevant agent. But he is presumablyseeking to offer an account
of control that is also acceptable to the libertarian.
14Myown orientationis not to expect knockdownargumentsin this areaof philosophy.Thus,I am
willing to accept certain conclusions on the basis of what I take to be strong argumentsthatunfortunately fall considerablyshort of being decisive. Thus, I am a compatibilistaboutcausal determinism
anda certainsort of autonomy("actingautonomously"or "actual-sequenceautonomy"),even though
I recognize that reasonablepersons can legitimately dissent from this view.
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